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Parties:  1) Platte River Spaniel Field Trial Club (“CLUB”)  

2) Invited Gun (“GUN”)   

 

Description:  The CLUB wishes to extend an invitation to the GUN to shoot its field trial on [date] at [location] 
“TRIAL” under the following conditions: 

The CLUB will provide to the GUN: 

1. Lunch at the grounds. 

2. Valid hunting license or permit that enables the GUN to legally fulfill their duties under the game laws of 
the local jurisdiction. 

3. A gift in recognition of their time and efforts. 

4. A daily meal allowance of $35. 

5. Ammunition which is consistent with the Standard procedures and field trial rules of the AKC. 

6. If asked, a copy of the CLUB’s liability insurance. 

In recognition of the above considerations, the GUN will: 

1. Shoot the TRIAL under the supervision of the Field Trial Committee (“FTC”) established by the CLUB. This 
FTC will be led by the Field Trial Chair (“CHAIR”) and the Gun Captain (“GC”). 

2. Accept the direction and supervision of the GC and/or the CHAIR and abide by their decisions. 

3. Take responsibility for his/her own actions. This includes, but is not limited, to self-enforcing the 
consequences outlined in SCHEDULE A (attached) for acts deemed to be detrimental to the fulfillment of 
their responsibilities. 

4. Rescind their services at any point before or during the TRIAL should they believe that not doing so 
would be detrimental to the safety and/or collegial conduct of the TRIAL. 

In accepting this invitation, the GUN is providing that he/she: 

1. Has successfully completed the AKC certification process for gunning.  
2. Is of sound mind and body and functionally able to fulfill the task of safely and effectively shooting over 

spaniels as would be done on a day in the field hunting. 
3. Has completed and will abide by the rules of Hunter Safety. 
4. Has read and understands the Standard Procedures and Rules and Regulations for AKC Spaniel Trials and 

will provide best effort to accomplish this job according to these criteria and under the direction of the 
GC/CHAIR as outlined above. 

5. Will conduct themselves in an exemplary manner conducive to the privilege of shooting over the 
entrants of the day. 

6. Will provide, upon request, an informed and honest evaluation for any vote they cast for any award the 
CLUB may give and utilize the criteria the gun team determines for making the award. 

7. Will release the use of their image for any photos or promotional materials for any means of promotion 
that the CLUB and/or sponsors of the TRIAL may wish.  If this clause is unacceptable to the GUN, the 
GUN must provide a written letter to the CLUB at least one week prior to the TRIAL’s start date expressly 
withholding the use of the GUN’s image. 
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The GUN understands that he/she is being entrusted with a responsibility to safely shoot at the TRIAL and 
takes full responsibility for his/her actions. The GUN holds harmless the CLUB, the Parent Club and the 
American Kennel Club and any officers, directors, or representatives of these organizations ….[holds 
harmless from what? Recommend deleting this sentence]. 

 

 

 

DATE:     Club Signing Officer 

    
Signature: 

 

   Printed Name:  

   Title:  

DATE:     Invited Gun  

 
Signature: 

 

Printed Name:  
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Responses to incidents will be directly related to the severity and situation involved.  Gun team members are 
responsible for their conduct and behavior both on and off the field while under agreement to shoot at a trial.  

Incidents fall into different classifications: 

- Shooting incident Type 1: less egregious while engaged in the field 
- Shooting incident Type 2: more egregious while engaged in the field 
- Behavioral incident while engaged in field activities* 
- Behavioral incident while not engaged in field activities* 

*Issues of conduct that fall within the AKC code of conduct will follow the management pathway laid out by 
the AKC for Dealing with Misconduct 

Examples are below. This is by no means a complete list of infractions or incidents that the Gun Captain, or Gun 
Captain and Field Trial Committee together, may and should take action on.  

 
Examples of Gunning Incidents Corrective Measure 
Shooting Type 1 
- Shoot low over a dog 
- Shoot at bad angle, including in front of 

handlers and other guns 
- Fall down in field 

 
- Review with GC and sit out a round or remainder of TRIAL 
- Review with GC and sit out a round or remainder of TRIAL 

 
- Get out of field and test fire weapon safely 

Shooting Type 2 
- Shoot directly at parking lot 

 
- Shoot directly over someone in field 

 
- Failure to display change in behavior 

post coaching 
 

 
- Removed from shooting remainder of TRIAL and review 

with FTC  
- Removed from shooting remainder of TRIAL and review 

with FTC  
- Walk a lap first offense, done for trial if continued  

Behavioral While In the Field 
- Showing disrespect for handler or dog 
- Showboating or not shooting for dog 
- Failure to support other gunners 

 
- Removed from shooting remainder of TRIAL 
- Removed from shooting remainder of TRIAL 
- Review with GC and possible time out 

Behavioral While Not In the Field 
- Drinking while engaged in shooting 

activities  
- Excessive drinking prior to trial 
- Unsportsmanlike behavior 

 
- Removed from shooting remainder of TRIAL and report to 

FTC and AKC 
- Removed from shooting remainder of TRIAL 
- Discussion with GC and possible removal from shooting 

remainder of TRIAL AKC process of discipline 
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In each situation, the actions taken as corrective measures should be taken as discretely as possible. The 
objective is not to make a public display of disciplinary action. The situation must be addressed safely and in a 
manner that is as unnoticeable as possible to the participants and gallery. 


